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Abstract

I study how trade unions influenced parliamentary elections in Great Britain through-
out the 20th century. On the basis of archival material, I collect new data on universe
of union-sponsored candidates, as well as new data on candidate backgrounds and the
organization of local parties and political campaigns. I document that union-sponsored
candidates electorally outperform other candidates, and I employ a series of difference-
in-differences designs to uncover the sources of this performance. The results show that
attaining a union sponsorship increases the probability that a candidate gets nominated
in an attractive constituency, in particular in areas where unionized industries dominate
the local labor market. Union funding tilts candidate selection in favor of union members,
and it causes an inflow of campaign resources and a professionalization of local parties. A
decomposition shows that constituency assignments accounts for 90% of union-sponsored
candidates’ superior electoral performance, candidate selection seems to have no impact,
while campaign spending accounts for the remaining 10%.
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Introduction

People have debated the influence of special interests on elections since the founding of modern

democracies. A common concern is that political representation may be skewed and electoral

accountability impeded if interest groups can influence electoral outcomes unduly. In recent

years, concerns of this nature have escalated in many countries.1

It is a stylized fact that well-funded and well-connected candidates electorally outperform

others, but it is debated whether this is a cause for concern. On the one hand, the role of

interest groups in the electoral process may be innocuous, or perhaps desirable, if candidates

supported by interest groups perform well because they run in districts where large groups of

voters care deeply about the advocated issue, or if the supported candidates are simply more

competent. On the other hand, it may be normatively troubling if concentrated special interests

promote the election of their own candidates at the expense of broader, more diffused societal

interests. To normatively assess the role of special interests in elections, we need to understand

how interest groups shape the electoral process.

An extensive theoretical literature studies how interest groups strategically allocate resources

to influence the electoral prospects or policy positions of candidates running for office (Ashworth,

2006; Austen-Smith, 1987; Baron, 1989, 1994; Coate, 2004; Grossman and Helpman, 1996; Sny-

der Jr, 1990).2 This literature posits that interest group support can be converted into electoral

support, but most theoretical studies black box the electoral conversion process, often using

vote-production technologies with campaign spending as inputs, and they typically have little

to say about the specific channels through which interest groups affect elections.3

Most of the existing empirical work on money in politics is either concerned with the ef-

fect of campaign spending on electoral outcomes (e.g. Bombardini and Trebbi, 2011; Gerber,

1998, 2004; Levitt, 1994; Spenkuch and Toniatti, 2018) or the impact of interest groups on

1For an overview of opinion polls on campaign finance in the United States, see Primo and Milyo (2020).
2For a review see Ashworth (2008)
3Some theoretical papers are more explicit about the channels of electoral influence. For example, Prat

(2002a,b) microfounds how interest groups convince voters to support a particular candidate using a signaling
framework.
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the behavior of elected officials (e.g. Bertrand, Bombardini, and Trebbi, 2014; Fowler, Garro,

and Spenkuch, 2020; Kroszner and Stratmann, 1998).4 Empirical challenges concerning data

availability, measurement, and identification have hindered empirical work that jointly studies

the campaign spending effects and contribution effects by asking how interest groups influence

electoral outcomes.

In this paper, I study how trade unions influenced parliamentary elections in Great Britain

over the course of the 20th century. Trade unions are a classical example of an interest group

that actively operates both in the economic and political spheres. A prominent theoretical and

empirical literature studies the causes and consequences of unions in the labor market (e.g.

Card, 1996; Farber et al., 2018; Lee and Mas, 2012). However, our understanding of unions as

economic agents in the labor market is incomplete unless we understand their role as political

agents in the policy-making process since a victory at the bargaining table can be lost at the

ballot box. Further, as pointed out by Acemoglu and Robinson (2013, p.174), when operating

as political agents unions may shape a broader set of economic policies that extend far beyond

the labor market:

[...] unions do not just influence the way the labor market functions; they also have

important implications for the political system. Historically, unions have played a

key role in the creation of democracy in many parts of the world, particularly in

western Europe; they have founded, funded, and supported political parties, such as

the Labour Party in Britain or the Social Democratic parties of Scandinavia, which

have had large effects on public policy and on the extent of taxation and income

redistribution, often balancing the political power of established business interests

and political elites.

I present a comprehensive study of one of the most important political activities of trade

unions in Great Britain: The sponsorship of parliamentary candidates. The founding rules of

the Labour party gave trade unions exclusive rights to offer parliamentary candidates personal

4See Ansolabehere, de Figueiredo, and Snyder (2003) for a review of this literature.
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sponsorship agreements, typically involving a fully funded campaign, paid local party employees,

and supplemental MP salary if elected. This institution gives rise to variation in interest-group

support across and within constituencies and parliamentary candidates from the same party, and

it provides a unique opportunity to study the electoral consequences of financial ties between

interest groups and legislative candidates. Compared to most other electoral contexts, in which

a myriad of interest groups support electoral candidates through complex financial transactions,

the sponsorship treatment in the British Labour party is incredibly simple, clean, and strong.

Either a candidate is completely beholden to a single trade union, or not financially tied to any

interest group at all.

On the basis of material from archives of the Labour party and British trade unions, I

collected new data on the universe of sponsorship agreements from 1900 up until the abolishment

of the sponsorship institution in 1995, producing the longest-spanning dataset on financial links

between electoral candidates and interest groups ever collected. I also collected new data on

candidate biographies and information on the the organization of local parties and individual

candidate campaigns throughout the 20th century, and I link these new datasets to previously

published information on historical campaign spending and electoral outcomes.

Figure 1 illustrates that, as a descriptive matter, union-sponsored candidates systematically

outperform other candidates electorally. Many factors contribute to this pattern, and as dis-

cussed above the normative implications depend on the relative importance of these factors. I

disentangle the different determinants that jointly produce this superior electoral performance.

Employing a series of difference-in-differences designs, both at the level of the constituency and

at the level of the individual candidate, I study how union sponsorship shapes the selection of

parliamentary candidates, their assignments to constituencies, and the organization of electoral

campaigns and local parties. Finally, to shed light on the normative debate, I use an approach

similar to Fowler (2016) to disentangle how much of the electoral advantages enjoyed by union-

sponsored candidates that can be attributed to constituency assignments, candidate selection,

and campaign resources.
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Figure 1: Union Sponsorship and Electoral Performance.
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Note: The graph is based on all Labour party candidates running in general elections from 1900 to 2019. I
partition the data into nine subsets according to the sources of candidate funding. For each subset I regress the
vote share of the Labour candidate on a constant. The point estimates are represented with hollow squares, the
90% and 95% confidence intervals are reported using fat lines and thin lines, respectively.

The results indicate that attaining a union sponsorship positively affects a candidate’s prob-

ability of being nominated in an attractive Labour constituency, typically located in urban areas

where unions dominate the local labor market. Union sponsorship tilts candidate selection in

favor of union members and politically experienced candidates, and it causes an inflow of fi-

nancial and human resources into constituencies, engendering a professionalization of political

campaigns and local party organizations. The decomposition of the different channels of elec-

toral influence suggests that constituency assignments account for 90% of the superior electoral

performance, campaign resources account for 10% of the advantages, while candidate selection

seems to matter little for the electoral performance of union-sponsored candidates.

The paper proceeds as follows. First, I briefly describe the historical and institutional con-

text. Then I introduce the new data that I collected. After that I describe the empirical strategy.

In the subsequent section, I present the findings. Finally, I conclude with a short discussion.
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Brief Institutional and Historical Background

The seats in the House of Commons are up for election at least every five years. Candidates are

nominated by local party organizations, and residency is not a legal nomination requirement.

The nominated candidates compete in single-member constituencies, and the outcome is deter-

mined using simple plurality rule.5 Campaign finance is primarily regulated on the expenditure

side through limits on how much electoral candidates are legally permitted to spend. Candidates

may raise campaign finance from any source they want, and they are not required to disclose

their donors.6

In 1900, the Labour Representation Committee, the precursor of the Labour Party, was

founded by the Trades Union Congress and a group of socialist organizations in an attempt

to coordinate political activities and to prevent vote splitting among supporters of left-wing

candidates. The founding documents gave trade unions a range of organizational privileges,

among these the exclusive right to sponsor individual parliamentary candidates. Trade-union

sponsorship was only a phenomenon in the Labour party, but presumably trade associations,

businesses, and wealthy individuals engaged in similar sponsorship arrangements with Liberal

and Conservative candidates. These parties, however, did not disclose their funding arrange-

ments for individual candidates and were not legally required to do so.7

According to the internal rules of the Labour party, a parliamentary candidature could not

be approved “until the National Executive Committee has received an undertaking by one of its

affiliated organizations (or is otherwise satisfied) that the election expenses of the candidate are

guaranteed.” In practice, this meant that either a trade union, a local branch of the party, or

in rare cases one of the socialist organizations, would pledge to fund the candidate’s campaign.

The selection of sponsees and their assignment to constituencies generally followed three

5Prior to 1945, a few constituencies returned two members to the House of Commons, and a single constituency
returned three members.

6Since 2005, candidates have been required to disclose larger donations.
7For more details on the historical funding of political parties in Great Britain see Ewing (1987) and Pinto-

Duschinsky (1981).
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steps.8 First, candidates contacted unions and expressed their interest in a sponsorship agree-

ment. Second, unions selected their sponsees from the pool of interested candidates, either

through appointment by union leaders, election by union members, or selection through a qual-

ifying exam. Third, candidates with and without union funding expressed their interests in

constituency nominations, and then local party members would nominate their official parlia-

mentary candidate from the pool of competing candidates. Some candidates were given spon-

sorship in their first bid for a parliamentary seats, but many candidates had previously run for

parliament.9

Figure 2 illustrates the development in the number of union-sponsored candidates from the

founding of the Labour party to the present day. From 1900 to the early 1920s, the number of

parliamentary candidates grew dramatically. The number of sponsored candidates was more or

less constant from the 1920s and onwards.

The mining, manufacturing, and transport sectors account for the majority of sponsorship

agreements over the studied period. The decline in the employment in the mining industry is

reflected in a reduction of mining-sponsored candidates, while the employment growth in the

service and public sectors is mirrored in an increase in the number of candidates sponsored by

unions organizing these workers.

As part of the reforms of the Labour Party introduced by Tony Blair, the sponsorship

practice was abolished in 1995. While trade unions were still encouraged to donate money to the

Labour party, the direct and personal financial ties between unions and individual parliamentary

candidates were significantly weakened.

New Digitized Data from Archival Material

To study how union sponsorship shapes electoral outcomes, I collect new information from

archival sources, and I contribute, to my knowledge, the longest-spanning dataset ever collected

8For more details on these procedures, see Müller (1977).
9See appendix for additional descriptive information on previous campaign experience of sponsored candidates.
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Figure 2: Development in Union-Sponsored Parliamentary Candidates.
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on financial links between interest groups and parliamentary candidates, as well as new infor-

mation on candidate backgrounds, and the organization of local parties and campaigns.

New Data on Union Sponsorship

As described in the previous section, the internal Labour Party rules required that funding

arrangements had to be disclosed to the party’s National Executive Committee before a candi-

dature could be officially approved. This allows me to identify the complete list of sponsorship

links between parliamentary candidates and trade unions over the course of the 20th century.

On the basis of archival material, primarily from the Labour party’s historical archives and

the reports from the party’s annual conferences, I construct a list of union sponsored candidates

in every general election from 1900 to the present day. Unfortunately, information about the

specific terms of each agreement is relatively scarce. In most cases, I only observe the name

of the trade union, the constituency and candidate name, and the year in which the candidate

became a sponsee. Using this information, I create a dummy variable indicating a financial

link between a trade union and a parliamentary candidate in a given electoral cycle. In the

map in figure 3, I illustrate the geographical variation in union sponsorships across and within

constituencies.
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Figure 3: Share of Elections with Union Sponsored Nominee.
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Throughout the studied period, I observe 132 different unions entering approximately 3,000

sponsorship agreements with parliamentary candidates. Most trade unions sponsor relatively

few candidates in a given electoral cycle; among the trade unions who sponsor parliamentary

candidates, the median number of sponsored candidates is 2. A few trade unions sponsor a large

number of parliamentary candidates, for example the unions organizing mining, manufacturing,

and transport workers.

New Data on Candidate Backgrounds

I also collected background information on individual candidates. Using a variety of biographical

sources, primarily obtained from the library of the House of Commons, The Times Guide to

House of Commons candidates, and Wikipedia, I construct simple indicators of candidates’

socio-economic backgrounds. In particular, I construct dummy variables indicating whether a

candidate has a university degree, was previously employed by a trade union, is a woman, has a
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

Mean St.Dev. Min. Max. Year Range Obs.

Union Sponsorship
Union Sponsor 0.18 0.39 0.00 1.00 1900 - 2019 16,538
Mining Union Sponsorship 0.04 0.21 0.00 1.00 1900 - 2019 16,538
Transport Union Sponsorship 0.05 0.21 0.00 1.00 1900 - 2019 16,538
Manufacturing Union Sponsorship 0.04 0.20 0.00 1.00 1900 - 2019 16,538

Electoral Information
% Votes 40.50 17.11 1.76 100.00 1900 - 2019 16,538
% Turnout 72.64 8.72 26.23 118.77 1900 - 2019 16,488
Member of Parliament 0.37 0.48 0.00 1.00 1900 - 2019 16,538

Constituency Characteristics
Safe Labour Constituency 0.26 0.44 0.00 1.00 1900 - 2019 16,538
Mining Employment Share 0.04 0.09 0.00 0.62 1918 - 1992 9,530
Manufacturing Employment Share 0.30 0.19 0.01 0.76 1918 - 1992 9,530
Transport Employment Share 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.25 1918 - 1992 9,530
Agriculture Employment Share 0.04 0.07 0.00 0.46 1918 - 1992 9,530
Major City 0.25 0.43 0.00 1.00 1900 - 2019 16,538
Borough Constituency 0.51 0.50 0.00 1.00 1900 - 2019 16,528
Square Kilometers (1,000s) 0.36 0.82 0.00 12.78 1900 - 2019 16,494

Candidate Backgrounds
Trade-Union Employed Nominee 0.18 0.38 0.00 1.00 1900 - 2019 10,235
University-Educated Nominee 0.50 0.50 0.00 1.00 1900 - 2019 10,235
Female Nominee 0.11 0.32 0.00 1.00 1900 - 2019 16,538
Nominee with Double Surname 0.65 0.48 0.00 1.00 1900 - 2019 16,538
Local Gov. Experience 0.47 0.50 0.00 1.00 1900 - 2019 10,235

Campaign and Party Organization
% Spending 34.60 14.26 0.00 100.00 1900 - 2019 16,139
Log Total Spending 9.46 0.96 0.00 12.36 1900 - 2019 16,155
Log Ads Spending 9.08 0.90 0.00 11.80 1900 - 2019 15,526
Log Managers Spending 5.12 3.27 0.00 10.67 1900 - 2001 13,003
Log Staff Spending 3.98 3.47 0.00 10.77 1900 - 2001 13,003
Log Facilities Spending 5.73 2.14 0.00 9.35 1900 - 2019 15,526
Log Public Meetings Spending 4.59 2.92 0.00 9.89 1900 - 2019 15,526
Log Miscellaneous Spending 6.05 2.64 0.00 10.32 1900 - 2019 15,526
Log Personal Spending 4.48 3.24 0.00 10.02 1900 - 2019 16,154
Spending at Legal Maximum 0.22 0.41 0.00 1.00 1900 - 2019 16,538
Full-time Party Staff 0.31 0.45 0.00 1.50 1918 - 1955 5,693

Note: Each observation pertains to a Labour candidate in a given election.
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double-barreled surname (a traditional upper- and middle-class naming convention10), and has

previous experience from local politics.

I collect biographical information for as many parliamentary candidates as possible. Al-

though I am able to collect data for more than 60% of all Labour party candidates over the

course of the 20th century, an important challenge is that missing biographical information might

be systematically related to union sponsorship. To ensure that this does drive any results, all

analyses using this data are only based on observations for which biographical information was

available.

New Data on the Professionalization of Local Party Organizations

Finally, I also collect new data on the professionalization of local party organizations. Based on

archival resources, I record the number of local party employees. I have complete information for

all local party branches, but unfortunately only for the period 1918 to 1955. In some cases, local

parties in adjacent constituencies jointly hired and shared full-time employees. When n con-

stituencies share a full-time employee, I code it up as if each of the participating constituencies

hired 1/n full-time employees.

Existing Data Sources

I match the new datasets to previously published information on candidates, constituencies,

and campaign spending used in Fouirnaies (forthcoming). The electoral information used in

the paper (e.g. vote shares, turnout, constituency type, and MP status) as well as campaign

spending information (e.g. spending level, composition, and legal limits) come from this dataset.

I also use census information linked to parliamentary constituencies and published by Crewe

(1977), Smith (2016), and Office of Population Censuses and Surveys (1997). For observations

10For reasons related to the inheritance of wealth, estates, and coats of arms, double-barreled surnames were
historically a phenomenon among members of the British nobility and upper-middle classes. In particular,
keeping both surnames from both families after marriage was often a condition of inheritance. For further
details, see for example Phillimore (1905).
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that fall between two censuses I use information from same constituency in the nearest census

year.

I link all these data source together and keep all the Labour party candidates in the final the

dataset. In other words, each row in the dataset pertains to a Labour candidate in a particular

general election.

Empirical Strategy

Union-sponsorship agreements could shape elections in many ways. They might affect who,

where, and how candidates run for parliament. In this section, I outline first how I intend to

uncover and characterize the three channels of electoral influence (constituency assignments,

candidate selection, and campaign resources), and then I describe how I intend to disentangle

how much each of these channels matter electorally.

Uncovering the Channels of Electoral Influence: Constituency Assign-

ments, Candidate Selection, and Campaign Resources

On the basis of the data described above and employing a series of two-way fixed-effects models,

I assess how union sponsorships shape constituency-, candidate-, and campaign-level factors

that might matter for electoral outcomes.

First, I examine whether union sponsorship affects the assignment of candidates to con-

stituencies. I implement a within-candidate design to study whether attaining a union spon-

sorship influences the probability that a candidate gets nominated in an attractive Labour

constituency. Importantly, the studied outcomes in these analyses measure time-invariant con-

stituency characteristics (e.g. whether a constituency is classified as a borough or a county), and

consequently the estimated effects reflect changes in constituency types. I estimate equations of

the following form using OLS:
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Yc = β1 Union Sponsoredict + αi + δt + εict , (1)

where Yc represent time-invariant constituency characteristics; Union Sponsoredict is a dummy

indicating that candidate i running in constituency c was sponsored by a trade union at time t;

αi and δt represent individual- and time-fixed effects, respectively.

Next, I examine whether union sponsorship affects candidate selection. I implement a within-

constituency design to study whether union-sponsored nominees differ from other candidates

nominated in the same constituency. In these analyses, the outcomes of interests measure time-

invariant background characteristics of candidates such as education, previous occupation and

political experience, and gender. I estimate equations of the following form:

Yi = β1 Union Sponsoredict + γc + δt + εict , (2)

where Yi represent time-invariant candidate characteristics; γc and δt represent constituency-

and time-fixed effects, respectively.

Finally, I examine whether union-sponsorship affects the organization of campaigns and lo-

cal parties. In these analyses, the outcomes of interests measure time varying characteristics of

campaigns or local parties (e.g. campaign spending and party employees), and I implement a se-

ries of within-constituency models (or within-candidate-by-constituency models) of the following

form using OLS:

Yict = β1 Union Sponsoredict + θc + δt + εict , (3)

where Yict represent campaign or local party characteristics; θc and δt represent constituency-

and time-fixed effects, respectively.
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Disentangling the Sources of Union Sponsees’ Electoral Advantage

To disentangle the sources of the electoral advantages enjoyed by union-sponsored candidates,

I use an approach that Fowler (2016) employs to decompose the sources of the incumbency

advantage in US elections. The basic idea is first to estimate the relationship between electoral

performance and union-sponsorship using a pooled OLS model, a constituency-level difference-

in-differences model, and a constituency-by-candidate-level difference-in-differences model, and

then back out how much constituency-fixed factors, candidate-fixed factors, and residual cam-

paign factors contribute to the electoral performance.11 In other words, I estimate the following

equations using OLS,

% Labour V otesict = βconst+cand+camp Union Sponsoredict + δt + εict , (4)

% Labour V otesict = βcand+campUnion Sponsoredict + ηc + δt + εict , (5)

% Labour V otesict = βcampUnion Sponsoredict + λic + δt + εict , (6)

where δt, ηc, and λic correspond to time-, constituency-, and candidate-by-constituency fixed

effects, respectively. In the first model, the estimated coefficient β̂const+cand+camp reflects the

electoral advantage jointly produced by constituency factors, candidate factors and residual

campaign factors that union sponsees enjoy relative to other candidates. In the second model,

the constituency-fixed effects (ηc) wash out time-invariant characteristics at the constituency

level, and the estimate β̂cand+camp reflects the joint effect of candidate factors and campaign

factors. Finally, in the third model, the candidate-by-constituency fixed effects (λic) absorb

time-invariant factors at the candidate-by-constituency level, and the estimate β̂camp is produced

by the remaining residual factors, such as time-varying campaign activities. By comparing

11Fowler (2016) uses a regression-discontinuity design to hold constant candidate-level factors while I use a
constituency-by-candidate difference-in-differences design.
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the magnitude of the three coefficients, one can quantify how much constituency-fixed factors,

candidate-fixed factors, and campaign factors contribute to the electoral performance of union-

sponsored candidates. In particular, β̂camp is directly estimated, and the two other factors can

be calculated as follows:

β̃const ≡ β̂const+cand+camp − β̂cand+camp (7)

and

β̃cand ≡ β̂cand+camp − β̂camp (8)

Key Identifying Assumptions

Before turning to the results, I want to be very explicit about what we can and cannot learn

from proposed empirical design. As described above, I use a series of two-way fixed-effects

models to study the effects of union sponsorship, and the estimated effects are identified under

a parallel-trends assumption. In the absence of the union-sponsor treatment, the treated units

(either candidates or constituencies, depending on the specific analyses) would have followed

the same trend as untreated units.

While one cannot test this assumption directly, I can provide three types of indirect em-

pirical evidence that lend support to the parallel-trends assumption. First, for all outcomes,

I estimate and report the pretreatment trends by including leads on the treatment variable in

the econometric specification. If the estimated coefficients on the leads are small in magnitude

and statistically indistinguishable from zero, it suggests that the treated and untreated units

followed the same trend in the pretreatment period, making it more plausible that they would

have continued to do so in the absence of the treatment.

Second, I show that the estimated effects are robust when I relax the parallel-trends assump-

tion in various ways. For example, I augment the econometric specification with unit-specific
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linear trends and control for whether a candidate runs as an MP, and I show that show that the

magnitudes of the estimated effects are quantitatively unaffected by these robustness checks.

Third, I show that the findings are robust when the sample is trimmed in various ways to

rule out certain types of parallel-trends violations. Even if the pretreatment trends look good

and the results are robust to relaxing the parallel-trends assumption, in this particular setting

one may still worry about assignment of the sponsorship treatment. While candidates and

constituencies cannot self select into the treatment, one might worry about the selection by the

unions. Suppose unions are able to spot and target rising stars in the party just before they

become electorally successful. In the absence of a sponsorship deal, these rising stars would

still perform very well in the election, and this could induce bias in the estimated effects. It

is difficult to completely rule out this type of parallel-trends violations. To shed some light on

this selection concern, I exploit that unions could no longer assign any sponsorship treatment to

any candidate when the whole institution was abolished in 1995. In the appendix, I show that

the results are qualitatively similar when the effects are estimated on a subsample in which the

only variation in the sponsorship variable is induced by the abolishment of the institution.

As an additional robustness check, I show the results when previously treated units are

dropped from the sample after treatment ends. This robustness check addresses concerns about

selection out of the treatment. While neither candidates, local party organizations, or trade

unions can single-handedly self select into the treatment, either of these could veto the sponsor-

ship agreement at any point, and thus effectively self select out of the treatment. Suppose that

a candidate was hit by a scandal, and as a consequence the sponsoring union or nominating

constituency pulled their support. If the party performs poorly in the subsequent election, this

would show up in the results as if sponsorship positively affected electoral performance, while in

reality voters and unions were simultaneously responding to the scandal. By trimming the sam-

ple and excluding the previously treated observations, one can address this type of concern. In

the appendix, I show that the results are robust when I trim the sample such that no previously

treated units enter as controls.
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To the extent that one is still concerned about this type of selection into the treatment,

what are the consequences for the interpretation of the results? This type of selection concern

would not affect the interpretation of β̂const+cand+camp estimated in equation 4, but could suggest

that β̂cand+camp and β̂camp as estimated in equations 5 and 6, respectively, might be biased in an

upward direction. Consequently, if one is concerned about this type of selection, the calculated

β̃const should be interpreted as a lower bound on the true electoral influence operating through

constituency-fixed factors.

Finally, scholars have recently shown that two-way fixed-effects models may in certain con-

texts be subject to bias when previously treated units enter as controls (Callaway and Sant’Anna,

2020; De Chaisemartin and d’Haultfoeuille, 2020; Goodman-Bacon, 2018). In particular, in the

presence of within-unit temporal heterogeneity in the treatment effect, the trend among early

treated units may constitute a poor counterfactual for the trend among late treated units. For

example, this could potentially happen if unions gradually increase the financial support to

sponsored candidates over the course of their parliamentary careers. To address issues of this

nature, I show in the appendix that the results are robust and quantitatively similar when they

are estimated using the estimator proposed by De Chaisemartin and d’Haultfoeuille (2020).

Results: How Union Sponsorship Shapes Elections

The results are organized in four main sections. In the three first sections, I show how union

sponsorship affects constituency assignments, candidate selection, and campaign resources. In

the fourth section, I disentangle how much each of the three factors (constituency factors,

candidate factors, and campaign factors) contributes to the outstanding electoral performance

of union-sponsored candidates.
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Constituency Factors: Union Sponsorship Affects Constituency As-

signments

In this section, I examine whether attaining a union sponsorship affects the probability that a

candidate secures a nomination in an attractive Labour constituency. I classify a constituency

as safe if the Labour party always wins the seat (approximately a quarter of the seats are

safe Labour seats), and I conduct a within-candidate difference-in-differences analysis. The

identifying variation comes from candidates that at some point in their careers attain a union

sponsorship.

Figure 4: Union-Sponsored Candidates Are Parachuted into Safe Labour Constituen-
cies.
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In figure 4, I plot the estimated pre- and post-treatment effects. The estimated coefficients on

the three leads and the lag on the union sponsor variable are small in magnitude and statistically

indistinguishable from zero, lending credibility to the parallel-trends assumption. The estimated

effect at time zero – the first election after the candidate attains a union sponsorship – is positive
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and statistically significant, suggesting that union sponsorship boosts a candidates chances of

securing a safe Labour seat. The pretreatment trends combined with the institutional details

of the nomination procedures can alleviate some concerns about reversed causality, but one

cannot completely rule out that a candidate is able to secure an unofficial nomination in a safe

constituency, and that a union in the same election decides to sponsor the candidate in response.

In table 2, I present the results from the statistical analyses. In the first column, I present the

baseline difference-in-differences estimate. On average, attaining a union sponsorship increases

the probability of being nominated in a safe Labour seat by roughly ten percentage points.

Given that approximately a quarter of the constituencies are classified as safe Labour seats, this

is a quite substantial effect. In columns two and three, I relax the common-trends assumption by

including an MP indicator and candidate-specific linear trends, and the results are very stable

across these specifications. Overall, this suggests that union-sponsored candidates are pulled

from non-safe constituencies and parachuted into safe seats.

Table 2: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Candidates’ Probability of being Nominated
in a Safe Labour Constituency.

Candidate Nominated in
Safe Labour Constituency

Union Sponsor 0.11 0.10 0.10
(0.02) (0.02) (0.04)

Observations 16,538 16,538 16,538
Constituencies 3,017 3,017 3,017
Outcome Mean 0.26 0.26 0.26
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Candidate-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Candidate-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).

In figure 5, I examine the impact of union-sponsorship on other dimensions of constituency
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assignments.12 The results indicate that union sponsorship positively affects the probability that

a candidate is nominated in a borough constituency located in a major city, while it negatively

affects the probability of being nominated in geographically large, rural constituencies. Again,

this suggests that union sponsorship pulls candidates out of weaker constituencies and pave the

way for their nominations in traditional Labour strongholds.

Figure 5: Union Sponsorship Positively Affects the Probability of Nomination in
Small, Urban Constituencies.

Agriculture Const., t

Large Area Const., t

Major City Const., t

Borough Const., t
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To further understand the geographical variation in the assignment of union sponsored can-

didates to constituencies, I illustrate the the cross-sectional relationship between sectoral em-

ployment shares, as reported in the census, and sponsorship by unions organizing workers in

mining, manufacturing, and transport. In each of the three graphs in figure 6, the x-axis re-

12For presentational purposes, I dichotomize two outcomes that are otherwise measured on very different scales.
In the appendix, I show that none of the findings are sensitive to this dichotomization. The variable Large Area
Constituency is equal to 1 if the candidate was nominated in an constituency where the geographical area is
above the median, and 0 otherwise. The variable Agriculture Constituency is equal to 1 if the candidate was
nominated in a constituency where the percent of the population employed in agriculture is above the median,
and 0 otherwise.
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ports a sector’s share of the employment in a constituency, and the y-axis reports the share of

candidates sponsored by the the relevant sectoral union. The three figures show that sectoral

employment shares are positively associated with union sponsorship. In other words, union

sponsees are often nominated in constituencies where the sponsoring union plays an important

role in the local economy.

Figure 6: Sectoral Employment Shares in Constituencies Positively Predict Union
Sponsorship.
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Candidate Factors: Union Sponsorship Tilts Candidate Selection in

Favor of Union Members

In this section, I examine how union sponsorship shapes candidate selection. First, I shed

light on the effect of union sponsorship on the occupational background of the nominees. In

particular, I use a constituency-level difference-in-differences design to study whether union-

sponsored candidates are recruited among union employees at a higher rate than other Labour

candidates nominated in the same constituency, while washing out common trends across all

constituencies.

Figure 7 illustrates the results. I do not find evidence of any systematic pretreatment trending

patterns within constituencies, lending support to the parallel-trends assumption. There is a
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Figure 7: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Local Parties Nominating a Union Em-
ployee.
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very strong and statistically significant effect at time zero, the first election after the constituency

nominates a union sponsee.

The finding is also supported by the statistical analyses presented in table 3: Across all

specifications, the probability of nominating a candidate previously employed by a union in-

creases by approximately 0.27, on average. This is a very strong effect given the baseline rate is

approximately 0.18. These results could suggest that sponsorship agreements tilt local Labour

nominations in favor of union employees.

To further shed light on the way union sponsorship influences candidate nominations, I

examine the effects on other candidate characteristics in figure 8. Relative to other candidates

nominated in the same constituency, union-sponsored candidates resemble members of the major

manual trade unions in the 20th century. On average, the sponsees have less formal education,

they are less likely to have a traditional upper- or middle-class name, and they are less likely to

be women. In addition, union sponsees appear to have more experience from local politics.
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Table 3: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Nominating a Former Trade-Union Em-
ployee.

Union Employed Nominee

Union Sponsor 0.27 0.27 0.27
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Observations 10,235 10,235 10,235
Constituencies 2,410 2,410 2,410
Outcome Mean 0.18 0.18 0.18
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on constituencies and are
reported in (parentheses).

Figure 8: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Candidate Selection.
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Overall, the findings in this section suggest that union-sponsorship systematically shapes

candidate selection. Union-sponsored candidates are different from other nominees on multiple

dimensions, and in general they tend to look like union members.

Campaign Factors: Union sponsorship Boosts Campaign Resources

In this section, I examine how union sponsorship influences campaign resources. I begin by

studying the impact on the level and allocation of campaign spending. In figure 9, I illustrate the

estimated impact of union sponsorship on aggregate spending in electoral campaigns. The three

estimated pretreatment coefficients, i.e. the constituency-level leads on the sponsorship dummy,

are small in magnitude and statistically indistinguishable from zero, suggesting no evidence of

pretreatment trends. At the first election after the sponsorship agreement is established, there

is a clear increase in total spending. Relative to other campaigns in the same constituency,

union-sponsored candidates have more financial resources at their disposal.

Figure 9: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Log Campaign Spending.
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In table 4, I report the constituency-level difference-in-differences analyses of the effect of

union sponsorship on (log) campaign spending. The estimated coefficients on the sponsorship

dummy are all positive and statistically significant, and the point estimates indicate that a union

sponsorship on average approximately leads to a 0.15 log-point increase in campaign spending,

roughly equivalent to 15 percent increase.

Table 4: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Campaign Spending.

Log Spending

Union Sponsor 0.15 0.15 0.17
(0.02) (0.02) (0.03)

Observations 16,155 16,155 16,155
Constituencies 3,016 3,016 3,016
Outcome Mean 9.46 9.46 9.46
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on constituencies and are
reported in (parentheses).

Next I examine how union sponsorship affects the allocation of campaign finance across var-

ious campaign activities. In figure 10, I present the estimated effect of sponsorship on (log)

spending on various types of campaign expenditures. The results reveal that the effects of

sponsorship varies considerably across different types of expenditure. Spending on paid staff

increases dramatically by approximately 0.75 log points, and spending on campaign managers

also increase substantially. This could indicate that union-sponsored campaigns become more

professionalized and rely less on people helping out on a voluntary basis. Spending on advertise-

ment only increases moderately and expenses related to public meetings appear to be completely

unaffected by union sponsorship.

These campaign spending results shed light on the way union sponsorship shapes the cam-

paign activities in the weeks leading up to the general election. However, they say little about
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Figure 10: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Log Campaign Spending.
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Figure 11: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Full-time Party Staff.
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local party activities in the period between general elections. To fully account for the influence

on local campaign activities, I also study the resources available to local party organizations

between general elections.

In figure 11, I examine whether union-sponsorship influences the professionalization of local

party organizations, as measured by the number of full-time employees hired by the local party.

The pretreatment coefficients are all small in magnitude and statistically indistinguishable from

zero. At time zero, when the union-sponsorship takes effect, there is a surge in the number of

paid full-time party employees in a constituency. This finding is also supported by the statistical

analyses presented in table 5. These results suggest that, on average, one out of five local parties

hire an additional full-time employee when their candidate gets sponsored by a union. Given that

only one in three local parties employ a full-time staffer, this effect is substantial in magnitude.

The findings are stable across the different specifications.

Table 5: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Constituency-level Full-time Party Employ-
ees.

Full-time Party Staff

Union Sponsor 0.20 0.19 0.18
(0.02) (0.02) (0.03)

Observations 5,693 5,693 5,693
Constituencies 1,203 1,203 1,203
Outcome Mean 0.31 0.31 0.31
Sample Period 1918 - 1955
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on constituencies and are
reported in (parentheses).

Taken together, these findings suggest that local parties experience a substantial inflow of

resources when their local candidate is sponsored by a union. When a local party attains a

union-sponsored candidate, significant resources are spent on the professionalization of electoral
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campaigns and party organizations.

Decomposing the Impact of Constituency, Candidate, and Campaign

Factors on the Electoral Fortunes of Union-Sponsored Candidates

As noted at the beginning of the paper, union-sponsored candidates tend to outperform other

candidates electorally. In this section, I unpack the sources of union-sponsored candidates’ out-

standing electoral performance. In particular, I disentangle how much the previously discussed

constituency factors, candidate factors, and campaign factors each contribute to the electoral

performance of union-sponsored candidates.

Table 6: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Labour Vote Share.

Labour Votes %

Union Sponsor 16.28 1.85 1.80
(0.57) (0.29) (0.42)

Observations 16,538 16,538 16,538
Constituencies 3,017 3,017 3,017
Outcome Mean 40.50 40.50 40.50
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Time FE X X X
Constituency FE X
Const.-by-Cand. FE X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on constituencies and are
reported in (parentheses).

In table 6 I present the main results. In the first column I present the results from a simple

cross-sectional analysis. The results indicate that the vote percent of union-sponsored candidates

is more than 16 percentage points higher than the vote percent of other candidates. This 16

percentage point advantage is the joint effect of constituency assignments, candidate selection,

and campaign resources.

In the second column, I include constituency-fixed effects in the econometric specification. In

this model, all time-invariant, constituency-level factors are held constant, and all comparisons
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are made within the same constituency. The result suggests that union-sponsored candidates

on average outperform other Labour candidates in the same constituency by approximately

1.8 percentage points. This 1.8 percentage-point advantage is the joint effect of candidate

characteristics and campaign resources. The significant drop in the magnitude of the estimated

coefficients suggests that constituency assignments constitute an important channel of influence.

Finally in the third column, I include candidate-by-constituency fixed effects. This model

washes out all time-invariant variation at the candidate-constituency level. In other words, the

estimates are obtained by comparing the performance of the same individual running in the

same constituency before and after she attains a union sponsorship. This estimate, which holds

constant constituency- and candidate-level factors, is also approximately 1.8 percentage points.

The fact that the estimates are essentially equivalent in the second and third model could suggest

that fixed candidate characteristics do not contribute substantially to the electoral success of

union-sponsored candidates.

Table 7: Minimal Effect in Constituencies where Labour Always Spends the Legal
Maximum.

Log Spending Spending (%) Votes (%)

Union Sponsor 0.15 4.64 1.88
(0.02) (0.38) (0.30)

Union Sponsor ×
Always at Spending Limit -0.13 -3.86 -1.53

(0.03) (1.16) (0.57)

Observations 16,155 16,139 16,538
Constituencies 3,016 3,016 3,017
Outcome Mean 9.46 34.60 40.50
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Time FE X X X
Constituency FE X X X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on constituencies and are
reported in (parentheses).

One has to be careful with the substantial interpretation of the estimate in the third column.

The estimate is the compound effect of any residual factor that cannot directly be attributed to
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time-invariant constituency- and candidate-fixed factors. This could be time-varying resources,

like campaign finance and party employees, but it may also contain other time-varying factors,

such as the impact of a union endorsement. To shed further light on whether the effect is primar-

ily driven by campaign spending, I exploit that the local Labour party’s campaign spending is

restricted by campaign spending limits in some, but not all constituencies. In some constituen-

cies, the local Labour party always maxes out the legally permitted level of spending, while

they spend below the limit in other constituencies. If the effect is primarily driven by campaign

finance, we would expect to observe little effect in constituencies where the party always face a

binding spending limit – a union sponsorship will not allow the party to spend more money in

elections than they already do.

I present this analysis in table 7. The three analyses all indicate that of union sponsorship is

concentrated in constituencies where the local party expenditure is not always restricted by the

spending limit. The results in the first column suggests that constituencies experience a 0.15

log-point increase in campaign spending in constituencies where they do not always spend at

the limit, whereas the effect is essentially zero in constituencies where they already spend the

legal maximum (0.15-0.13=0.02). Similarly, the results in columns two and three suggest that

the main effect is concentrated in constituencies where candidates do not face binding spending

restrictions. These findings could indicate that it is reasonable to think that a substantial part

of the effect isolated in third column of table 6 can be attributed to the additional campaign

spending of union-sponsored candidates.

Taken together, these findings suggests campaign resources, primarily campaign spending,

account for approximately 10% of union-sponsored candidates vote share advantage ( 1.80%
16.28%

=

11.05%). Candidate-fixed characteristics do not appear to systematically contribute to the

electoral performance (1.85−1.80%
16.28%

= 0.03%). Constituency-fixed factors are the most important

source of union-sponsored candidates’ success, accounting for almost 90% of the total vote share

performance (16.28%−1.85%
16.28%

= 88.64%).

To the extent that one is concerned about the issue of selection by unions discussed above,
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the 90% probably constitute a lower bound on the impact of constituency assignments. In the

appendix, I show that the results are qualitatively similar if this analysis is based on the subsam-

ple where the only source of variation comes from the abolishment of the sponsorship institution

(i.e. the subsample where unions cannot select particular candidates into the treatment).13

Finally, I examine whether union-sponsored campaigns increase the Labour party’s vote

share by persuading swing voters or mobilizing core supporters. To shed light on this question,

I estimate the effect of union-sponsorship on turnout in table 8. In none of the specifications

do I find any evidence that union sponsorship influences turnout. The estimated effects are

trivially small and statistically indistinguishable from zero. This indicates that union-sponsored

campaigns do not mobilize more voters than other campaigns, suggesting that the boost in

electoral performance may be driven primarily by voter persuasion.

Table 8: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Turnout.

Turnout (%)

Union Sponsor 0.34 -0.03 0.03
(0.26) (0.15) (0.19)

Observations 16,488 16,488 16,488
Constituencies 3,016 3,016 3,016
Outcome Mean 72.64 72.64 72.64
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Time FE X X X
Constituency FE X
Const.-by-Cand. FE X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on constituencies and are
reported in (parentheses).

13According to these analyses, constituency-fixed factors account for 82% of the electoral performance,
candidate-fixed factors account for 5%, while the residual campaign factors account for 13 percent of the vote
share performance.
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Conclusion

In this paper, I provide empirical evidence on the electoral influence of interest groups from trade

unions in Great Britain. On the basis of archival material, I collect new data on the universe of

sponsorship agreements between trade unions and parliamentary candidates from the Labour

party, and I use a series of difference-in-differences designs to study how union sponsorship

affects constituency assignments, candidate selection, and campaign activities.

The results show that attaining a sponsorship agreement substantially increases a candidate’s

probability of being nominated in attractive and safe Labour constituencies. Union sponsorship

tilts candidate selection in favor of union members with experience from local politics, and

it induces a substantial inflow of financial and human resources into constituency campaigns,

engendering a professionalization of political campaigns and local party organizations. Union

sponsored candidates systematically outperform other candidate electorally, and constituency-

fixed factors explain approximately 90% of this performance, candidate-fixed factors do not

systematically appear to affect the performance, and campaign resources, primarily campaign

finance, account for the remaining 10% of the performance. There is no observable effect on

turnout, which could indicate that the effects are driven by persuasion of voters.

Taken together, these findings suggest that interest groups influence elections in more subtle

ways than often assumed in the existing literature. While the direct effect of interest group

resources on electoral outcomes is relatively limited, at best it only shifts a few vote-percentage

points between parties, the indirect effects that shape the earlier stages of the electoral process,

such as constituency assignments, appear to be substantial. The importance of this channel of

electoral influence could indicate that special interests primarily are able to shift the balance of

power within parties and not between them.

These findings shed new light on the role of interest groups in British electoral politics

and may further our understanding of the electoral influence of interest groups more generally.

Of course, there are clear limits to the generalizability of the findings. The conclusions are

probably most relevant for elections in countries that are institutionally similar to the UK, and
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the electoral effects are potentially smaller in settings where financial ties to interest group are

weaker or muddled by competition between opposing groups.

In light of the conclusions, the common normative concern about the influence of special

interests on electoral outcomes may overstate the importance of these groups at the general

election stage, but understate their significance earlier in the electoral process. Special interest

mainly shape electoral outcomes by changing the pool of candidates. Voters may pick the

winners, but interest groups help pick the runners.
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A.1. Additional Descriptive Information

A.1.1. Previous Campaign Experience when First Sponsored

Figure A.1: Average # Campaigns when Candidates Are First Sponsored by a Trade
Union.
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Table A.1: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Candidates’ Probability of being Nomi-
nated in a Borough Constituency.

Candidate Nominated in
a Borough Constituency

Union Sponsor 0.08 0.07 0.06
(0.02) (0.02) (0.04)

Observations 16,528 16,528 16,528
Constituencies 3,015 3,015 3,015
Outcome Mean 0.51 0.51 0.51
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Candidate-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Candidate-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).

Table A.2: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Candidates’ Probability of being Nomi-
nated in a Major City Constituency.

Candidate Nominated in
a Major City Constituency

Union Sponsor 0.08 0.07 0.06
(0.02) (0.02) (0.04)

Observations 16,528 16,528 16,528
Constituencies 3,015 3,015 3,015
Outcome Mean 0.51 0.51 0.51
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Candidate-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Candidate-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.3: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Candidates’ Probability of being Nomi-
nated in a Large Area Constituency.

Candidate Nominated in
a Large Area Constituency

Union Sponsor -0.07 -0.06 -0.06
(0.02) (0.02) (0.04)

Observations 16,494 16,494 16,494
Constituencies 2,995 2,995 2,995
Outcome Mean 0.50 0.50 0.50
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Candidate-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Candidate-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).

Table A.4: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Area of Nominee’s Constituency.

Area of Nominee’s Constituency
in Square Kilometers

Union Sponsor -0.06 -0.05 -0.05
(0.02) (0.02) (0.04)

Observations 16,494 16,494 16,494
Constituencies 2,995 2,995 2,995
Outcome Mean 0.36 0.36 0.36
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Candidate-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Candidate-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.5: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Candidates’ Probability of being Nomi-
nated in an Agriculture Constituency.

Candidate Nominated in
an Agriculture Constituency

Union Sponsor -0.08 -0.07 -0.06
(0.02) (0.02) (0.05)

Observations 11,066 11,066 11,066
Constituencies 1,765 1,765 1,765
Outcome Mean 0.50 0.50 0.50
Sample Period 1906 - 2019
Candidate-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Candidate-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).

Table A.6: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Area of Nominee’s Constituency.

Share of Nominee’s Constituents
Occupied in Agriculture Sector

Union Sponsor -0.01 -0.01 -0.01
(0.00) (0.00) (0.01)

Observations 9,530 9,530 9,530
Constituencies 1,765 1,765 1,765
Outcome Mean 0.04 0.04 0.04
Sample Period 1918 - 1992
Candidate-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Candidate-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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A.3. Additional Results: Candidate Factors

Table A.7: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Nominating a Candidate with a University
Degree.

University Educated Nominee

Union Sponsor -0.19 -0.19 -0.17
(0.02) (0.02) (0.03)

Observations 10,235 10,235 10,235
Constituencies 2,410 2,410 2,410
Outcome Mean 0.50 0.50 0.50
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.8: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Nominating a Candidate with Local Gov-
ernment Experience.

Local Gov. Experienced Nominee

Union Sponsor 0.08 0.08 0.09
(0.02) (0.02) (0.03)

Observations 10,235 10,235 10,235
Constituencies 2,410 2,410 2,410
Outcome Mean 0.47 0.47 0.47
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).

Table A.9: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Nominating a Woman.

Woman Nominee

Union Sponsor -0.03 -0.03 -0.03
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Observations 16,538 16,538 16,538
Constituencies 3,017 3,017 3,017
Outcome Mean 0.11 0.11 0.11
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.10: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Nominating a Candidate with a Tradi-
tional Upper- or Middle-Class Name.

Nominee with Traditional
Upper- or Middle-Class Name

Union Sponsor -0.00 -0.00 -0.00
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Observations 16,538 16,538 16,538
Constituencies 3,017 3,017 3,017
Outcome Mean 0.50 0.50 0.50
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).

A.4. Additional Results: Campaign Factors
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Table A.11: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Campaign Spending on Staff.

Log Staff Spending

Union Sponsor 0.80 0.79 0.76
(0.08) (0.08) (0.11)

Observations 13,003 13,003 13,003
Constituencies 2,635 2,635 2,635
Outcome Mean 3.98 3.98 3.98
Sample Period 1900 - 2001
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).

Table A.12: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Campaign Spending on Managers.

Log Manager Spending

Union Sponsor 0.48 0.48 0.34
(0.09) (0.09) (0.11)

Observations 13,003 13,003 13,003
Constituencies 2,635 2,635 2,635
Outcome Mean 5.12 5.12 5.12
Sample Period 1900 - 2001
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.13: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Campaign Spending on Personal Spend-
ing.

Log Personal Spending

Union Sponsor 0.55 0.57 0.58
(0.09) (0.09) (0.11)

Observations 16,154 16,154 16,154
Constituencies 3,016 3,016 3,016
Outcome Mean 4.48 4.48 4.48
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).

Table A.14: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Campaign Spending on Facilities.

Log Facilities Spending

Union Sponsor 0.23 0.22 0.27
(0.05) (0.05) (0.06)

Observations 15,526 15,526 15,526
Constituencies 3,014 3,014 3,014
Outcome Mean 5.73 5.73 5.73
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.15: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Campaign Spending on Advertisement.

Log Ads Spending

Union Sponsor 0.10 0.10 0.13
(0.02) (0.02) (0.03)

Observations 15,526 15,526 15,526
Constituencies 3,014 3,014 3,014
Outcome Mean 9.08 9.08 9.08
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).

Table A.16: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Campaign Spending on Public Meetings.

Log Meetings Spending

Union Sponsor 0.05 0.06 0.01
(0.05) (0.05) (0.06)

Observations 15,526 15,526 15,526
Constituencies 3,014 3,014 3,014
Outcome Mean 4.59 4.59 4.59
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.17: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Campaign Spending on Miscellaneous
Matters.

Log Misc. Spending

Union Sponsor 0.22 0.23 0.28
(0.04) (0.04) (0.05)

Observations 15,526 15,526 15,526
Constituencies 3,014 3,014 3,014
Outcome Mean 6.05 6.05 6.05
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).

A.5. Sectoral Employment Shares

In table A.18, I report the association between constituencies’ sectoral employment shares and

the share of candidates sponsored by unions organizing workers in the relevant sector. In the first

model, I examine how sectoral employment shares predict sponsoring by mining unions. The

coefficient on mining’s share of employment is positive, statistically significant and substantial in

magnitude, whereas the coefficients on manufacturing and transport are small and insignificant,

suggesting that mining unions focus their sponsoring activities in constituencies where miners

account for a larger part of the total employment. The estimates in columns 2 and 3 reveal similar

patterns for the manufacturing and transport sectors. Taken together, these results indicate that

unions primarily sponsor candidates in constituencies where they play an important role in the

local economy.
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Table A.18: Sectoral Employment Shares Positively Predict Union Sponsorship.

Mining Manufacturing Transport
Sponsorship Sponsorship Sponsorship

Mining Employment Share 1.78 -0.01 0.13
(0.12) (0.04) (0.04)

Manufacturing Employment Share 0.02 0.34 0.30
(0.03) (0.05) (0.04)

Transport Employment Share 0.15 -0.02 0.87
(0.09) (0.14) (0.24)

Observations 9,530 9,530 9,530
Constituencies 1,765 1,765 1,765
Outcome Mean 0.06 0.06 0.06
Sample Period 1918 - 1992
Time FE X X X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).

A.6. Robustness: Identifying Variation Comes only from

Abolishment of Sponsorship Institution

A.6.1. Decomposition of Sources using on Abolishment Subsample

A.6.2. Constituency-level Diff-in-Diff
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Table A.19: Variation Abolishment of Sponsorships in 1995: Effect of Union Spon-
sorship on Labour Vote Share.

Labour Vote %

Union Sponsor 24.09 4.30 3.18
(1.76) (0.97) (1.33)

Observations 3,400 3,400 3,400
Constituencies 641 641 641
Outcome Mean 38.63 38.63 38.63
Sample Period 1979 - 2019
Time FE X X X
Constituency FE X
Const.-by-Cand. FE X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).

Figure A.2: Abolishment Sample and Within-Constituency Diff-in-Diff: Effect of
Union-Sponsorship on Labour Vote %.
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Table A.20: Abolishment Sample and Within-Constituency Diff-in-Diff: Effect of
Union Sponsorship on Labour Vote %.

Labour Party Vote %

Union Sponsor 2.10 1.97 0.34
(0.59) (0.39) (0.57)

Observations 3,532 3,532 3,532
Constituencies 634 634 634
Outcome Mean 36.50 36.50 36.50
Sample Period 1918 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X
Time-by-Region Fixed Effects X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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A.6.3. Constituency-by-Candidate-level Diff-in-Diff

Figure A.3: Abolishment Sample and Within-Candidate-by-Constituency Diff-in-
Diff: Effect of Union-Sponsorship on Labour Vote %.
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Table A.21: Abolishment Sample and Within-Candidate-by-Constituency Diff-in-
Diff: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Labour Vote %.

Labour Party Vote %

Union Sponsor 1.30 1.32 1.13
(0.51) (0.39) (0.81)

Observations 3,532 3,532 3,532
Constituencies 634 634 634
Outcome Mean 36.50 36.50 36.50
Sample Period 1918 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X
Time-by-Region Fixed Effects X
Const.-by-Cand. specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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A.7. Robustness: Drop Prior Treated Units After Spon-

sorship Ends

A.7.1. Constituency Factors

Table A.22: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Candidates’ Probability of being Nominated in a Safe Labour Constituency.

Candidate Nominated in
Safe Labour Constituency

Union Sponsor 0.13 0.12 0.11
(0.03) (0.03) (0.08)

Observations 15,861 15,861 15,861
Constituencies 2,960 2,960 2,960
Outcome Mean 0.24 0.24 0.24
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Candidate-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Candidate-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.23: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Candidates’ Probability of being Nominated in a Borough Constituency.

Candidate Nominated in
Borough Constituency

Union Sponsor 0.11 0.10 0.12
(0.03) (0.03) (0.07)

Observations 15,851 15,851 15,851
Constituencies 2,958 2,958 2,958
Outcome Mean 0.50 0.50 0.50
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Candidate-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Candidate-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.24: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Candidates’ Probability of being Nominated in a Major City Constituency.

Candidate Nominated in
Major City Constituency

Union Sponsor 0.05 0.05 0.05
(0.03) (0.03) (0.06)

Observations 15,861 15,861 15,861
Constituencies 2,960 2,960 2,960
Outcome Mean 0.24 0.24 0.24
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Candidate-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Candidate-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.25: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on Can-
didates’ Probability of being Nominated in a Geographically Large Constituency.

Candidate Nominated in
Geographically Large Constituency

Union Sponsor -0.08 -0.08 -0.11
(0.03) (0.03) (0.07)

Observations 15,817 15,817 15,817
Constituencies 2,938 2,938 2,938
Outcome Mean 0.51 0.51 0.51
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Candidate-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Candidate-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.26: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Candidates’ Probability of being Nominated in an Agricultural Constituency.

Candidate Nominated in
Agricultural Constituency

Union Sponsor -0.09 -0.08 -0.07
(0.03) (0.03) (0.09)

Observations 10,698 10,698 10,698
Constituencies 1,760 1,760 1,760
Outcome Mean 0.51 0.51 0.51
Sample Period 1906 - 2019
Candidate-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Candidate-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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A.7.2. Candidate Factors

Table A.27: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Nominating a Former Trade-Union Employee.

Union Employed Nominee

Union Sponsor 0.22 0.22 0.25
(0.03) (0.03) (0.04)

Observations 8,248 8,248 8,248
Constituencies 2,366 2,366 2,366
Outcome Mean 0.19 0.19 0.19
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on constituencies and are
reported in (parentheses).
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Table A.28: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Nominating a Candidate with a University Degree.

University Educated

Union Sponsor -0.15 -0.15 -0.13
(0.04) (0.04) (0.05)

Observations 8,248 8,248 8,248
Constituencies 2,366 2,366 2,366
Outcome Mean 0.49 0.49 0.49
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on constituencies and are
reported in (parentheses).
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Table A.29: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Nominating a Candidate with Local Government Experience.

Local Government Experience

Union Sponsor 0.09 0.09 0.05
(0.04) (0.04) (0.06)

Observations 8,248 8,248 8,248
Constituencies 2,366 2,366 2,366
Outcome Mean 0.47 0.47 0.47
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on constituencies and are
reported in (parentheses).
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Table A.30: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Nominating a Female Candidate.

Local Government Experience

Union Sponsor -0.04 -0.04 -0.03
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)

Observations 13,818 13,818 13,818
Constituencies 3,017 3,017 3,017
Outcome Mean 0.12 0.12 0.12
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on constituencies and are
reported in (parentheses).
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Table A.31: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Nominating a Candidate with an Upper-Class Name.

Double Surname

Union Sponsor -0.05 -0.05 -0.06
(0.03) (0.03) (0.04)

Observations 13,818 13,818 13,818
Constituencies 3,017 3,017 3,017
Outcome Mean 0.65 0.65 0.65
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on constituencies and are
reported in (parentheses).
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A.7.3. Campaign Factors

Table A.32: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Total Campaign Spending.

Log Total Spending

Union Sponsor 0.19 0.19 0.21
(0.03) (0.03) (0.07)

Observations 13,435 13,435 13,435
Constituencies 2,962 2,962 2,962
Outcome Mean 9.40 9.40 9.40
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.33: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Campaign Spending on Staff.

Log Spending Staff

Union Sponsor 0.86 0.86 0.87
(0.13) (0.13) (0.24)

Observations 10,538 10,538 10,538
Constituencies 2,581 2,581 2,581
Outcome Mean 3.83 3.83 3.83
Sample Period 1900 - 2001
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.34: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Campaign Spending on Managers.

Log Spending Managers

Union Sponsor 0.58 0.58 0.43
(0.15) (0.15) (0.24)

Observations 10,538 10,538 10,538
Constituencies 2,581 2,581 2,581
Outcome Mean 5.03 5.03 5.03
Sample Period 1900 - 2001
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.35: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Campaign Spending on Ads.

Log Spending Ads

Union Sponsor 0.12 0.12 0.16
(0.03) (0.03) (0.07)

Observations 12,885 12,885 12,885
Constituencies 2,960 2,960 2,960
Outcome Mean 9.04 9.04 9.04
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.36: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Campaign Spending on Misc.

Log Spending Misc.

Union Sponsor 0.32 0.32 0.38
(0.06) (0.06) (0.12)

Observations 12,885 12,885 12,885
Constituencies 2,960 2,960 2,960
Outcome Mean 5.89 5.89 5.89
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.37: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Campaign Personal Spending

Log Personal Spending

Union Sponsor 0.63 0.62 0.72
(0.15) (0.15) (0.22)

Observations 13,434 13,434 13,434
Constituencies 2,962 2,962 2,962
Outcome Mean 4.35 4.35 4.35
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.38: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Campaign Facilities Spending

Log Spending Facilities

Union Sponsor 0.28 0.28 0.31
(0.08) (0.08) (0.14)

Observations 12,885 12,885 12,885
Constituencies 2,960 2,960 2,960
Outcome Mean 5.64 5.64 5.64
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.39: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Campaign Meetings Spending

Log Spending Meetings

Union Sponsor 0.12 0.12 0.25
(0.09) (0.09) (0.13)

Observations 12,885 12,885 12,885
Constituencies 2,960 2,960 2,960
Outcome Mean 4.41 4.41 4.41
Sample Period 1900 - 2019
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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Table A.40: Set Prior Treated Units as Missing: Effect of Union Sponsorship on
Full-time Constituency Staff

Constituency Employees

Union Sponsor 0.20 0.20 0.22
(0.04) (0.04) (0.06)

Observations 4,536 4,536 4,536
Constituencies 1,203 1,203 1,203
Outcome Mean 0.31 0.31 0.31
Sample Period 1918 - 1955
Constituency-Fixed Effects X X X
Time-Fixed Effects X X X
Member of Parliament X X
Constituency-specific Trends X

Note: All models are estimated using OLS. Robust standard errors are clustered on candidates and are reported
in (parentheses).
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A.8. Robustness: New DiD Methods

A.8.1. Constituency Factors
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Table A.41: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Nomination in Safe Constituency.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored 0.11 0.06
(0.02) (0.01)

Observations 12,757 6,461

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.

Table A.42: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Borough Constituency.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored 0.08 0.04
(0.02) (0.01)

Observations 12,752 6,458

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.

Table A.43: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Major City.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored 0.02 0.01
(0.02) (0.01)

Observations 12,757 6,461

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.
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Table A.44: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: .

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored -0.07 -0.04
(0.02) (0.01)

Observations 12,729 6,450

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.

Table A.45: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: .

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored -0.08 -0.06
(0.02) (0.02)

Observations 8,407 4,903

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.
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A.8.2. Candidate Factors
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Table A.46: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Trade-Union Employed Nominee.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored 0.27 0.22
(0.02) (0.01)

Observations 9,841 5,749

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.

Table A.47: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: University-Educated Nominee.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored -0.19 -0.17
(0.02) (0.02)

Observations 9,841 5,749

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.

Table A.48: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Local Gov. Experience.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored 0.08 0.07
(0.02) (0.01)

Observations 9,841 5,749

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.
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Table A.49: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Female Nominee.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored -0.03 -0.04
(0.01) (0.00)

Observations 16,450 9,707

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.

Table A.50: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Nominee with Double Surname.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored -0.04 -0.06
(0.02) (0.02)

Observations 16,450 9,707

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.
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A.8.3. Campaign Factors
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Table A.51: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Log Total Spending.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored 0.15 0.15
(0.02) (0.02)

Observations 16,065 9,379

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.

Table A.52: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Log Staff Spending.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored 0.80 0.70
(0.08) (0.11)

Observations 12,909 9,379

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.

Table A.53: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Log Managers Spending.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored 0.48 0.44
(0.09) (0.15)

Observations 12,909 9,379

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.
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Table A.54: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Log Ads Spending.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored 0.10 0.11
(0.02) (0.02)

Observations 15,435 9,379

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.

Table A.55: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Log Miscellaneous Spending.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored 0.22 0.27
(0.04) (0.06)

Observations 15,435 9,379

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.

Table A.56: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Log Personal Spending.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored 0.55 0.42
(0.09) (0.08)

Observations 16,064 9,379

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.
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Table A.57: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Log Facilities Spending.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored 0.23 0.25
(0.05) (0.06)

Observations 15,435 9,379

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.

Table A.58: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Log Public Meetings Spending.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored 0.05 -0.05
(0.05) (0.09)

Observations 15,435 9,379

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.

Table A.59: Diff-in-Diff Robustness: Full-time Party Staff.

Twoway Fixed de Chaisemartin and
Effects Estimator D’Haultfoeuille Estimator

Union Sponsored 0.20 0.14
(0.02) (0.02)

Observations 5,548 4,312

The estimate reported in the first column is obtained by estimating a OLS model
with time and unit fixed effects on the full sample. The estimate reported in the
second column is obtained using the de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille estimator as
implemented using Stata’s. did multiplegt module.
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